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SUPERVISORS’ MEETING NOTES 
Recorded by Mary Hrabak 

Monday, January 7, 2013 – 9:00 a.m. 
Attendees:   
OFE – Sharon Brennan, Julie Cleary, Mary Hrabak; Art - Marty Henton; Elementary – Joni Meade, 
Christi Nash; Middle School – Margaret Rintamaa, Kelly Taylor; FCS – Brenda Owen; KHP – Aaron 
Beighle; IECE – Kim Townley; STEM – Becky Krall 
 
Proceedings: 
As program coordinators arrived to the meeting, Mary Hrabak distributed packets to them: purple folders 
containing reference materials for university supervisors (USs) and manila folders for USs to distribute to 
their student teachers (STs), who will in turn take them to their cooperating teachers (CTs).  
 
Dr. Brennan welcomed attendees and mentioned that the Office of Field Experiences (OFE) plans to "go 
green" in upcoming semesters by reducing paper. To begin that process, the office will try out 
distributing their semiannual newsletter Field Notes electronically this semester. The platform for future 
electronic storage/distribution of student teaching materials (e.g., the OFE website, Blackboard) has not 
yet been determined. We are open to ideas that would be easy for all parties to access. 
 
Several program coordinators had asked about EPSB's New Teacher Survey--whether or not it will be 
administered this semester, as well as what sort of questions it features. After some research, OFE found 
that the survey will NOT be distributed this semester. However, in general, faculty members need to 
prepare students to respond to survey items through the intentional use of concepts and terminology used 
on the survey. Sometimes there is a disconnect between knowing and using concepts in the classroom and 
talking about it on a survey, so anything that can be done to help them make the connection would be 
valuable. OFE emailed USs a link to the 2009-10 survey results from which question topics can be 
extrapolated: http://www.kyepsb.net/TestingResearch/Statistics/StateRptCard/NTS09_10.asp. 

Fayette County Public Schools (FCPS) is currently developing a new field experience placement 
process. Until it is formalized, program coordinators may approach teachers (discreetly!) to gauge their 
interest in hosting students. However, this does NOT guarantee that a student will be placed in his/her 
classroom. Requests must still be formally submitted to OFE, which will then work with FCPS Central 
Office to confirm them. It’s important to note that placements are not officially confirmed until FCPS 
sends the CT an emailed request AND the CT replies to confirm his/her interest in hosting a student! 
 
Dr. Krall asked if program coordinators should ask principals for permission, but the consensus was that 
principals would rather not be approached--at least in Fayette County. Since FCPS principals submit lists 
of "approved" CTs to Central Office, approaching them directly is redundant. Dr. Townley (who places 
most students outside Fayette Co.) mentioned that she asks the CTs to ask their principals. 
Changing topics, Dr. Brennan gave a quick reminder that, if an ST experiences difficulty at any point in 
the placement, it should be promptly documented in writing, with signatures with a copy submitted 
to OFE. This is intended to protect the US. Futhermore, if an ST likely won't pass the course, it's 
usually advised to encourage him/her to withdraw, which MUST be done before the last day of 
classes. If not, the ST could end up with a failing grade worth 9-12 credit hours! 
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Dr. Townley brought up the topic of using KTIP rubrics as student teaching observation forms, 
wondering how best to implement this. Dr. Brennan replied that it's sufficient for USs to use the rubric 
(CTs don't have to this year) when evaluating STs, and that it is sufficient to do this on only one visit to 
the ST. The goal is to familiarize STs with KTIP before they are required to use it as first-year teachers. 
 
Dr. Rintamaa noted that the Middle School evaluation form draws from KTIP but doesn't use the actual 
KTIP form. Dr. Brennan confirmed that was acceptable but encouraged her to make sure students 
understand how it reflects ideas from KTIP. Similar to the dilemma mentioned previously with STs not 
extrapolating from practicing teaching concepts to verbalizing about them, STs sometimes fail to 
"translate" their practices into concepts on a form. It helps to deliberately tell them, "This is similar to 
Standard X in KTIP." When STs who expect to take jobs outside of Kentucky question the usefulness of 
it, explain that they are practicing teachers' responsibilities and duties to help them become stronger 
teachers, and Kentucky’s standards and procedures are very similar to those adopted by other states." 
 
Kelly Taylor wondered if USs should cover every single indicator, or if it would suffice for the student to 
reflect on the standards, (e.g., school climate). Dr. Brennan conceded that it isn't necessary to go into such 
detail when observing the students, but noted that it's good to familiarize students with all indicators. 
They will be better prepared to answer job interview questions about the concepts, and using them as part 
of the Teacher Education Program will prepare them to teach elsewhere. 
 
Joni Meade wondered when the format will be changed again, wanting to make sure the Elementary 
program continues to use current KTIP lesson plan forms. Though she acknowledged that rumors of 
change are in the air, with a possible merging of KTIP with KDE’s Teacher Effectiveness Framework, Dr. 
Brennan asserted that there would probably not be any changes to KTIP in the next year. Dr. Rintamaa 
simply puts the link in her syllabus so that students always have access to the most recent forms. Others 
agreed that it's a good way to get students to start to familiarize themselves with the EPSB website. 
 
Next USs were given a tour of their purple packets of reference materials:  

 a link to OFE's Field Guide for Professional Partners online. 

 dates of upcoming US meetings (2/19, 3/19, 4/16) to be held at 2:00 pm in 122 TEB. 

 a link to the Motor Vehicle Record (MVR) form that new USs must file with Risk Management 
(travel vouchers may be rejected if this is not on file). 

 a reminder for observation reports to be discussed with and signed by STs before giving to OFE. 

 a link to perception evaluations to be submitted at the end of each placement with a reminder that 
this is very important for program evaluation [may eventually be housed in OTIS]. 

 a link to travel voucher instructions/forms and reminder that OFE reimburses for four visits to 
each student per semester. 

 a calendar indicating Tuesday's orientation schedule and important upcoming dates. 

 sample of the day-tracking sheet that students will receive and be expected to use during this pilot 
semester [may also eventually be housed as an interactive form in OTIS]. 
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Next Dr. Brennan suggested ideas for upcoming meeting topics. She had already secured Dr. Rosetta 
Sandidge as a guest speaker for the 2/19 meeting to talk about how we're reporting field placement data, 
accreditation, and progress on the recently mandated online trainings for CTs and USs. She regards this as 
an in-house work session. 
 
Other topics to address this semester could include: 

 the idea of changing student teaching start dates to districts' first day of classes to ensure STs meet 
the new 70-day requirement. 

 KTIP update by Robert Brown. 

 SB-1 presentation by Eve Profitt (so USs can help STs really understand its structures). 

 continuous assessment project information from Allison Bell. 
 
Marty Henton wondered if there's any way OFE can record these meetings and post them as podcasts for 
those who are unable to attend in person. Dr. Brennan confirmed that her office is going to look into 
the possibilities, starting by asking CELT about using Echo360 to post them online. 
 
Dr. Brennan asked everyone to please adhere to OFE office deadlines and to encourage students to do 
so as well. Limiting application/placement request windows to a few weeks really helps OFE employees 
manage work flow instead of tracking multiple projects for multiple months (and sending out multiple 
reminders) while requests and applications trickle in piecemeal. The OFE team will work on setting up 
and posting an established timeline of activities to help guide everyone involved. This topic will be 
discussed further at the February 19th supervisors’ meeting. 
 
Mary Hrabak will distribute student teaching placement request forms to program coordinators within a 
week so they may start working on their Fall 2013 ST placement requests. Mary would like to have all 
requests in hand by Friday, February 1. 
 
With no further questions, Dr. Brennan concluded the meeting just before 10:00 am. 
 
Field Supervisor Meetings 

 2/19 – Dr. Rosetta Sandidge – 2:00-3:00, 122 Taylor Education Bldg. 
reporting field placement data; accreditation; progress report regarding online US & CT trainings 

 3/19 - 2:00-3:00, 122 Taylor Education Bldg. 
speaker and topic TBA 

 4/16 - 2:00-3:00, 122 Taylor Education Bldg. 
speaker and topic TBA 


